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Abstract: The Internet of Things (IoT) generates a large volume of data whenever devices are 1

interconnected and exchange data across a network. As a result, there is a range of services with 2

varying needs, for example, capacity requirements, data quality, and latency demands. These services 3

operate on fog computing devices, which are limited in power and bandwidth compared to the cloud. 4

The main challenge is deciding where to implement services on the fog, the cloud, or the hybrid. This 5

paper proposes an efficient allocation technique that pushes processing closer to the network’s fog 6

side. It investigates which devices and services may best allocate while preserving resource usage in 7

the IoT architecture. It also examines the importance of allocating services to devices and optimizing 8

resource use in fog computing. In IoT settings, there is a wide range of services and devices; thus, it is 9

critical to effectively assign the services to the devices. We propose Priority-based Service allocation 10

(PSA) and Sort-based Service Allocation (SSA) techniques, which is used to enable an optimum 11

order to employ devices to perform the various services. The experimental results indicate that our 12

proposed technique minimize the data communication over the network by 82% by allocating most 13

of the services locally in fog. We have maximized the number of distributed services to fog devices 14

by 90% while minimizing the wastage of fog resources. 15

Keywords: IoT, IoMT, fog computing, service allocation, optimisation, Cloud Computing 16

1. Introduction 17

IoT devices generate a large amount of data as they are interconnected [1]. Most 18

current proposals focus on centralized, or cloud architecture [2]. The goal of a centralized 19

architecture is to process data in one place of decision. Consequently, a significant amount 20

of data must be uploaded to the cloud. Heavy data transmission via the network is one 21

of the challenges of this design introduced [3]. This suggests that an alternative design 22

is necessary to address these shortcomings. Since the IoT architecture connects several 23

devices with varied levels of computing, storage capacity, battery life, and Internet access, 24

device constraint awareness is a crucial part of its design. 25

Also, a variety of services will be available, each with a different set of expectations, 26

such as those for capability, quality of data, and latency. These services operate on fog 27

computing devices, which are limited devices in terms of power when compared to the 28

cloud [4], and they demand bandwidth. This implies that fog devices and services have a 29

strong connection. The main challenge is to decide, while considering overall efficiency, 30

whether services should be run using a fog layer, cloud layer, or a combination of fog and 31

cloud in a certain IoT architecture. 32

Furthermore, resource management at the network’s edge [5] is critical for evaluating 33

the advantages of fog computing. Developing an effective fog infrastructure presents a 34

number of issues. Local data storage is an instance when resolving these issues becomes es- 35

sential. The execution of services within distributed architecture becomes more challenging 36
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as the size and complexity of the IoT system increase, necessitating a method to allocate 37

services to the node(s), resulting in the discovery of the ideal allocation strategy. 38

Computing every incoming raw data on the cloud has a detrimental impact on various 39

elements, including higher network congestion, latency, the time it takes to return actions 40

to a user, energy usage, and privacy [6]. As the Internet of Things expands, so there is a 41

need to address these challenges. IoT devices are restricted devices because of their limited 42

computing power when compared to cloud devices. As a result, huge workloads cannot 43

be processed on fog nodes. In addition, determining the amount of computing load that 44

may be allocated to a fog device is challenging. Furthermore, distributing services among 45

fog devices is difficult since the large number of services in IoT might demand a lot of 46

computing power [7]. As a result, we must understand the nodes’ capabilities and services’ 47

demands. Then we must optimize the process of service allocation to the nodes while 48

keeping optimal resource use. 49

This paper’s overarching goal is to provide an effective allocation technique for pro- 50

cessing data with reduced bandwidth utilization, faster reaction time, optimized resource 51

usage, and identifying an optimum technique to process data on a big scale. One of the 52

goals is to evaluate and test the proposed technique using a simulation. We propose an 53

efficient allocation strategy that pushes processing closer to the network’s fog side. More- 54

over, we investigate which devices and services may be best allocated while preserving 55

resource use in the IoT architecture. In addition, we offer a service allocation technique for 56

allocating services to devices depending on their capabilities. Our main contributions: 57

• Service allocation technique is significant because providing services to devices in the 58

IoT is a difficult process due to the many types of devices and their capabilities. As 59

a result, we propose Priority-based Service allocation (PSA) and Sort-based Service 60

Allocation (SSA) techniques, which utilize a list of every fog device connected to 61

the network. This method makes it possible to use fog devices in the best possible 62

sequence to conduct a wide range of services. As a starting point, we use packing 63

problems as a baseline to help solving the allocation issues in the IoT environment. 64

• We examine the importance of allocating services to devices and optimizing resource 65

use in fog computing to enhance service quality while meeting the optimal resource 66

usage demands of IoMT. As there will be a large variety of services and devices in the 67

IoT settings, it is vital to allocate the services to the devices and effectively optimize 68

resource consumption. 69

• We evaluate the PSA and SSA techniques using a Synthetic dataset that mimics the 70

IoT services and devices. We do a tradeoff analysis to illustrate the effectiveness of the 71

service allocation approach. The results reveal that the data communication over the 72

network decreased by 92% since most services are allocated in fog. Additionally, the 73

latency is reduced by approximately 86%. 74

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents related works 75

in the field of service allocation, Section 3 describes the research problem and provides a 76

motivational scenario, Section 4 provides the methodology including the algorithm and 77

the architecture, Section 5 presents the experimental setup and reveals the details of the 78

experiments, Section 6 show the results that obtained from experiments and provide the 79

description of the results, followed by Discussion and evaluation, finally, Section 8 presents 80

our conclusions and then recommendations for future research. 81

2. Related works 82

Fog computing has become an increasingly popular topic of research in recent years, 83

as it offers a number of benefits for various industries [8]. One of the main challenges in 84

fog computing is data distribution and allocation. This literature review will explore the 85

current state of research on service allocation in fog computing and highlight some key 86

references in the field. 87

Analyzing data closer to the fog lead to reduced latency, and increased efficiency, as 88

well as improved security and privacy [9]. Fog computing also enables the deployment of 89
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computing resources closer to the data source, reducing the need for data transmission over 90

long distances. This can lead to improved performance and reduced energy consumption. 91

In terms of service allocation, research has focused on the use of optimization tech- 92

niques to allocate resources in fog computing environments efficiently. Optimization 93

techniques, such as game theory, packing, linear programming, and scheduling, can also 94

be used to model and solve service allocation problems in fog computing environments. 95

In resource allocation in edge and fog computing, we reviewed the research publica- 96

tions that focus on fog systems. The underlying infrastructure is assumed in these studies 97

to be cloud-fog [10–24]. These options fall under the system elements aspect and have a 98

significant impact on the researchers’ optimization goals. When considering cloud and fog 99

computing, many academics believe that the load is originally stored on the cloud and that 100

the edge system must select where to duplicate and how to divide the user load among 101

them [11]. As a result, they offer a framework for pushing applications that require lots 102

of resources to the fog and reducing average data communication in the edge network 103

across access points by duplicating cloud services to some of the edge servers. Workload 104

distribution over systems that are heterogeneous has to consider the availability of various 105

resources [25]. When spreading the workload between fog and cloud, the objective is to 106

reduce the energy consumption in order to meet service latency needs [26]. When a specific 107

research project does not assume the use of a central cloud but instead addresses multi-fog 108

situations, the issue may arise from the combined optimization of job distribution, virtual 109

machine placement, and resource allocation [12]. The authors in [14] attempt to reduce the 110

load of users by determining user association, joint service placement, and joint allocation. 111

However, most of the publications have the same Optimization objective(s), namely, 112

service completion latency [12,15,16,20–23], numerous research endeavors have been under- 113

taken to address the trade-off between energy consumption and delay in data transmission, 114

for example, [25,26]. In addition to delivering quick service completion to users, researchers 115

aim to cover many users with the edge fog [19,22]. Cost minimization includes several 116

aspects, such as resource usage, quality of service, and its associated revenue. Authors in 117

[27] calculated the total cost of deployment by considering the wireless communication 118

cost and the function placement computation cost, authors in [13,24] for maximizing user 119

allocation numbers in their cost they considered the usage of edge servers to have the 120

quality of service. In addition, the data communication over the network is also considered 121

one of the aspects of the cost. 122

Optimization techniques play a crucial role in the efficient management of resources 123

in fog computing, and IoT environments [28]. One popular optimization technique used in 124

these environments is bin packing. Bin packing is a combinatorial optimization problem 125

[29,30]that involves packing a set of items into a fixed number of bins, with the goal of 126

minimizing the number of bins used or the overall cost of the solution. In fog computing 127

and IoT environments, bin packing can be used to optimize the placement of services and 128

devices, taking into account factors such as network conditions, service requirements, and 129

device characteristics to minimize the overall cost of the solution by reducing the number 130

of fog nodes used. 131

There are many variations of the bin packing problem, including the multi-dimensional 132

bin packing problem [31] and the multi-constraint bin packing problem [32]. These vari- 133

ations can be used to put extra constraints and requirements in fog computing and IoT 134

environments. For example, the multi-dimensional bin packing problem can be used to 135

take into account the different resource requirements of services and devices, and the multi- 136

constraint bin packing problem can be used to take into account additional constraints such 137

as security and privacy. 138

In the literature, there are several works that have proposed the use of bin packing 139

for the optimization of services allocation and task scheduling. Authors in [33] attempt 140

to enhance task scheduling by transforming it into a bin packing problem. Three mod- 141

ified versions of bin packing algorithms based on the minimization of makespan were 142

presented for use in task scheduling (MBPTS). They have used Cloudsim simulator [34] 143
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open source simulator. When compared to scheduling algorithms such as First Come 144

First serve (FCFS) and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), the results of the proposed 145

MBPTS were adequate to optimize balancing results, reducing the waiting for time and 146

resource utilization improvement. Authors in [13] presented the edge user allocation (EUA) 147

problem as a bin packing problem and presented a unique, optimum solution based on the 148

Lexicographic Goal Programming technique. They ran three sets of tests to compare the 149

suggested strategy to two sample baseline approaches. The experimental findings reveal 150

that their strategy performs better than the other two alternatives substantially. In [35], the 151

authors presented a methodology for minimizing resource waste by resource consolidation, 152

which is accomplished by allocating many requests to the same machine. Bin packing is 153

offered to perform semi-online workload consolidation. The suggested approach is built 154

on bins, with each job allocated a bin that is subsequently allocated to a machine. The 155

suggested approach addresses the issue of request reduction in real-time resource assign- 156

ment. The suggested technique obtains information during a brief time frame, allowing 157

for more accurate decisions. Their findings reveal that, during periods of high demand, 158

their optimal policy can result in saving up to 40% more resources than the other policies 159

and is resistant to unpredictability in task lengths. Finally, they demonstrate that even 160

slight increases in the permitted time window result in considerable improvements but 161

that bigger time windows do not always improve resource use for real-world data sets. In 162

summary, bin packing is a powerful optimization technique that can be used to efficiently 163

manage resources in fog computing and IoT environments. By taking into account factors 164

such as network conditions, device capabilities, and additional constraints, bin packing 165

can be used to minimize the number of resources used and reduce the overall cost of the 166

solution. 167

Most of the literature focused on allocation strategies in the cloud, and they did not 168

give good attention to service allocation in fog and IoT environments as these environments 169

have various capability devices ranging from constrained devices and high capability 170

devices. However, still, they are not powerful as the devices in the cloud. This makes the 171

processing of allocation services to devices more challenging. It requires a good allocation 172

strategy while optimizing all the aspects like data communication, energy usage, resource 173

wastage, and response time. Moreover, the proposals in the literature have focused on 174

the aspects of the network conditions and device characteristics, but they did not give 175

attention to the technical requirements of service and task when they are in the allocation 176

process. This is important as the services and tasks have technical requirements similar 177

to the device’s capabilities. We have considered the device capabilities and the technical 178

requirements of the services in our proposal to have a full understanding of the allocation 179

process and to allocate the services to devices efficiently. 180

3. Research Problem and Motivational Scenario 181

As the number of IoT devices linked to the Internet has grown, so has the number of 182

services, and businesses have begun to install additional services for various objectives. 183

Most IoT devices have limited resources such as RAM, CPU, and storage, as well as a 184

lack of battery capacity. Furthermore, each deployed service has a comparable constraint 185

represented regarding similar resources. Additionally, it is crucial to take into account the 186

data processing capacities of IoT devices while implementing and distributing services. As 187

a result, before providing information about services to IoT devices, we must understand 188

their limitations. 189

For example, Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and X-ray produce videos and image 190

data in healthcare. The analysis of these data requires more processing capacity than blood 191

test results or electrocardiogram (ECG) results, which are numerical analyses. Other kinds 192

of data analysis, such as video image analysis, needs greater processing power owing to 193

their volume and the methods they employ, suggesting that the capabilities of the fog 194

layer have to be robust enough to conduct these services. As a result, because fog devices 195

have limited processing capability when compared to cloud devices, it is not viable to 196
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implement these services on them. Due to resource-constrained devices [36] in regard 197

to hardware, service allocation is a crucial part of fog architecture. Moreover, some fog 198

devices are not utilized due to their limited power capabilities to execute a service, implying 199

that certain fog devices are needed for data processing but are disregarded due to power 200

limitations. This can be made worse when billions of services are sent to billions of devices 201

and executed by them. This signifies that there is a waste of network devices, which may 202

cause the computation time to be delayed. The waste of devices occurs when devices are 203

not used owing to restrictions, and they remain in the network unused, losing the available 204

resources. The key problem is determining which service should be allocated to which 205

device in a fog architecture while keeping overall effectiveness in mind. This is comparable 206

to the optimization problems, which can be considered the most suitable for allocation 207

problems. 208

In Figure 1, several fog, IoT, and healthcare types of equipment are present in a 209

hospital’s environment. There are many patients (P1, ..., Pn) in a hospital, and they are 210

checking up on their health status. Furthermore, there are many services (S1, . . . , Sn) 211

that the hospital provides to patients. Some of the patients are there for teeth problems, 212

immunization, lungs, kidney and internal medicine, diabetes, eye issues, brain disorders, 213

pregnancy, and heart issues. In our scenario, we consider these health problems that 214

patients face as a part of services (S). In other words, every user can have one or more than 215

one service, and when a user has a service, the service (Si) will have all the data of the 216

patients and the data of the tests. 217

This means that when a patient registers with the hospital, and the physician requires 218

the patient test, x-ray, MRI, or other diagnosis checks, also, the physician decides whether 219

the patient is a high priority or low priority, then the system will take this process as one 220

service while taking into consideration the priority. These services with priority levels will 221

be allocated to the fog devices (FD1, ..., FDn) for processing, then the fog device starts firstly, 222

processing the high-priority services, then lower-priority services will be processed, and 223

finally, when the fog devices are not capable of processing the services (low priority/high 224

priority), the cloud devices (CD1,..., CDn) will get the services to apply further analysis. 225

For example, if a patient is listed as a high priority, then the system will send the patient’s 226

service to the fog device for processing and getting a fast response. However, if the patient 227

is in low priority and the fog devices are not capable, then the service will be allocated 228

to the cloud. In only one situation, when the fog devices are not capable of processing 229

high-priority services, then they will be allocated to the cloud for processing. 230

Figure 1. Scenario: A patient in a hospital

Assumptions 231

• We assume that the fog layer’s devices have limited RAM capabilities compared to 232

cloud devices. For the experiments, we produced Synthetic data. 233

• There are 800 services with varying technical requirements. Similarly, we gathered 234

data for fog devices with various capabilities. 235

• The services’ technical requirements, the fog devices’ capabilities, and the priorities of 236

services are randomly generated. 237
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• The technical needs of services and the device capabilities are known. 238

• We do not examine the connection between devices in our experiments since it is 239

outside the scope of our study. 240

Process 241

• The model starts by building synthetic data for both the requirement of services and 242

the capability of devices to prepare them for the allocation model. 243

• The fog devices’ capabilities are predefined, with fog devices being less capable when 244

compared to cloud devices. 245

• The allocation technique is used to allocate between service needs and service priority, 246

and device capabilities. 247

• Depending on the needs of the services, taking into consideration device capabilities 248

and service priority, the services will be allocated across fog or cloud devices. 249

4. Methodology 250

We propose PSA and SSA technique, which is technique of allocating resources based 251

on a list that has all fog devices that are connected to the network. With this method, we 252

may determine the sequence in which different services are carried out by various devices. 253

The actual capacities of devices, such as RAM, are used to arrange the list of devices. As 254

a result, for each physical aspect, all devices capabilities are maintained in a list. The 255

main purpose is to allocate services to devices in an effective and optimized manner. The 256

allocation technique is utilized to allocate all or a part of the services to a specific number of 257

fog devices or to various cloud devices with varied capabilities according to their capability. 258

Furthermore, the allocation approach aims to maximize fog device usage and minimize 259

data communication over the network. The overview of our proposed strategy is presented 260

below with equations. 261

The main goal G is to allocate the services si to fog devices DF as much as possible in 262

an effective manner. We can represent this as: 263

max
DF

N

∑
i=1

si · Ai,F

Where Ai,F is a binary variable that represents whether or not service si is allocated to 264

fog device DF. If Ai,F = 1, then service si is allocated to fog device DF, and if Ai,F = 0, then 265

service si is not allocated to fog device DF. The notation ∑N
i=1 si · Ai,F calculates the total 266

number of services allocated to fog device DF, where N is the total number of services. The 267

objective is to maximize this quantity over all possible allocations to fog devices. 268

The services will be allocated by the fog device to either fog devices DF or cloud 269

devices DC, dependent on the capabilities of the devices and the computing needs of the 270

services. We can represent this as: 271

si →
{

DF(si), if DF can handle si

DC(si), otherwise

The services will then be allocated according to their requirements to the fog devices 272

since this is the focus of our strategy. We can represent this as: 273

si → DF(si)

If the fog devices are unable to manage the load, the remaining services will be 274

allocated to the cloud-based devices. We can represent this as: 275

si → DC(si)

Therefore, to have efficient results we used both fog devices and cloud devices for 276

service allocation. We can represent this by combining the previous two relations as follows: 277
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DF(si), DC(si)→ G(si)

4.1. Objective function 278

We have a multi-criteria optimization problem. The goal is to maximize the weighted 279

sum of two objective functions, f1(x) for decreasing delay and f2(x) for optimizing the usage 280

of resources. The weighting variables w1 and w2 are utilized to balance the relevance of 281

the two objectives and govern the trade-off between the opposing aims. These could be 282

objectives for performance for our strategy. The function that has to be maximized is as 283

described below: 284

maximize f m(x) = −w1 · f1(x) + w2 · f2(x) (1)

where f1(x) is the objective function for minimizing latency (i.e., the time it takes for a 285

service to be allocated from fog to cloud), f2(x) is the objective function for maximizing 286

fog resource utilization (i.e., using the fog devices as much as possible while minimizing 287

resource wastage), x is a vector of variables, and w1 and w2 are weighting factors used to 288

balance the importance of the two objectives. 289

The minus sign in front of w1 · f1(x) denotes that we are maximizing the negative 290

of f1(x), which is the same as minimizing f1(x). Similarly, we are maximizing f2(x) by 291

multiplying it with a positive weight w2. The goal of integrating two objectives into a 292

single objective function is to discover the optimal trade-off between the two of them. 293

By maximizing fm(x), we mean finding x values that concurrently minimize f1(x) and 294

maximum f2(x), with suitable weightings. 295

Best-Fit 296

We give best-fit code in Algorithm 1 to maximize device usage while delivering 297

services to devices based on their capabilities. We need the requirements for service serReq 298

and device capabilities devCap as input. Then, for each service, we find the smallest possible 299

device capability that may accommodate the current service. 300

Servicepresent = find_min(devCap1, devCap2, . . . , devCapn) 301

If a device is located, assign it to the present service. However, if a device cannot 302

be discovered, discard that service and keep inspecting the other services. In the afore- 303

mentioned method, we do not decompose the services into smaller services, but rather 304

allocate them to one of the devices, either a fog device or a cloud device, according to their 305

capabilities. 306

If a device is found, it should be assigned to the current service. If a device can not be 307

found, disregard it and keep going through the other services. We do not break down the 308

services into smaller ones, but rather assign them to one of the devices, either a fog device 309

or a cloud device, according to their capabilities. 310
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Algorithm 1 Best Fit

Input: devCap[], serReq[]
Output: allocID[]

for x ← 0 to length(serReq)− 1 do
bestFitID ← −1
for y← 0 to length(devCap)− 1 do

if devCap[y] ≥ serReq[x] then
if bestFitID = −1 then

bestFitID ← y
else if devCap[bestFitID] > devCap[y] then

bestFitID ← y
end if

end if
end for
if bestFitID ̸= −1 then

allocID[x]← bestFitID
devCap[bestFitID]← devCap[bestFitID]− serReq[x]

end if
end for

In other words, services are assigned to available devices according to best-fit criteria. 311

The algorithm receives two parameters: devCap and serReq. Each device’s capacity is 312

represented by devCap, and the service request is represented by serReq. The algorithm 313

begins with two for-loops that are nested. The outer loop begins at 0 and continues to a 314

length of serReq, whereas the inner loop begins at 0 and continues to the length of devCap. 315

The outer loop processes every service request one at a time, while the inner loop checks 316

every device’s capacity to see if it can handle the present service request. 317

The bestFitID is first assigned to -1. If the capacity of the device at index y is more 318

than or equal to the capacity of the service request at index x, the bestFitID is assigned 319

to y within the inner loop. If bestFitID remains -1, it indicates that no device is currently 320

allocated to the service, and so the bestFitID is assigned to y. If bestFitID has recently been 321

assigned, a comparison is done between the present device’s capacity (devCap[y]) and the 322

device assigned previously (devCap[bestFitID]). If the current device’s capacity is smaller 323

than that of the earlier assigned device, the bestFitID is changed to the present device (y). 324

After the inner loop completes, if bestFitID is not equal to -1, the current service 325

is assigned to the device with the best fit (bestFitID). The allocation is documented by 326

updating the allocID list, and the capacity of the device is reduced by the service request. 327

The algorithm will continue to run the outer loop until all of the service requests have 328

been completed and the devices have been allocated to the services. The method returns 329

allocID, which is the index of the device allocated to the service. The algorithm’s result is 330

the services allocated to the devices. 331

Worst-Fit 332

We give the worst fit code in Algorithm 2 for optimizing device usage while assigning 333

services to devices and taking device capabilities into account. We need service require- 334

ments serReq and device capabilities devCap as input. Following that, we select each service 335

and identify the most powerful device capable of supporting the current service. 336

Servicepresent = find_max(devCap1, devCap2, . . . , devCapn) 337

If a device is found, it should be assigned to the current service. If a device cannot be 338

found, disregard it and continue investigating the other services. 339
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Algorithm 2 Worst Fit

Input: devCap[], serReq[]
Output: allocID[]

for x ← 0 to length(serReq)− 1 do
worstFitID ← −1
for y← 0 to length(devCap)− 1 do

if devCap[y] ≥ serReq[x] then
if worstFitID = −1 then

worstFitID ← y
else if devCap[worstFitID] < devCap[y] then

worstFitID ← y
end if

end if
end for
if worstFitID ̸= −1 then

allocID[x]← worstFitID
devCap[worstFitID]← devCap[worstFitID]− serReq[x]

end if
end for

The method then iterates through each service request in the serReq array. It changes 340

the value of worstFitID to -1 for each service request, indicating that no device has been 341

allocated to the service yet. The method then runs over the devCap device capacities. If a 342

device has adequate capacity to satisfy the current service request, the algorithm determines 343

whether it is the first device discovered with sufficient capacity or if its capacity is more than 344

the current worstFitID. If the device’s capacity is greater, the algorithm assigns worstFitID 345

to the present device’s ID. 346

Following the completion of the inner loop, the algorithm determines whether a device 347

has been allocated to the present service request. If a device is allocated, the algorithm 348

updates the allocID list by distributing the current service request the value of worstFitID. 349

The algorithm also decreases the allocated device’s capacity by the magnitude of the service 350

request. The aforementioned stages are repeated by the algorithm for all service requests. 351

After the outer loop has been completed, the algorithm returns the allocID list, which 352

contains the list of allocated services to devices. 353

First-Fit 354

To maximize device utilization while allocating services to devices based on their 355

capabilities, we give the first fit code in Algorithm 3. We need service requirements serReq 356

and device capabilities devCap as input. Following that, we select every service and find out 357

whether it is compatible with the current service. If the devCap is equal to the serReq, assign 358

and examine for the next serReq. If otherwise, proceed to investigate the next devCap. 359

Algorithm 3 First Fit

Input: devCap, serReq
Output: allocID[]

for x ← 0 to length(serReq)− 1 do
for y← 0 to length(devCap)− 1 do

if devCap[y] ≥ serReq[x] then
allocID[x]← y
devCap[y]← devCap[y]− serReq[x]
break

end if
end for

end for
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In other words, the method has three inputs: devCap (device capabilities), serReq 360

(service needs), and allocID (allocated IDs). The algorithm’s purpose is to allocate services 361

in serReq to devices in devCap and record the allocation in allocID. 362

The algorithm begins with two nested for-loops, where x is the length of serReq and y is 363

the length of devCap. The method examines if devCap[j] is larger than or equal to serReq[x] 364

in every iteration of the inner loop. If the condition is met, the algorithm assigns the 365

present service (serReq[x]) to the current device (devCap[j]) by changing allocID[x] to y and 366

lowering the current device’s capacity by the service requirement (devCap[j]− = serReq[x]). 367

Finally, the algorithm exits the inner loop after locating a device capable of allocating the 368

current service and proceeds to the following service in the outer loop. This operation is 369

repeated by the algorithm until all services are assigned to devices. 370

Priority-based Service Allocation 371

We present the code of priority-based allocation in Algorithm 4 to select the service 372

allocation process and if the services should be handled in the fog or cloud. We need 373

service requirements serReq and device capabilities devCap as input. The services are 374

then allocated to the fog devices using the f ogDevice(devCap, serReq) method. Following 375

that, one of the algorithms presented previously will be executed. Following that, we will 376

evaluate the capabilities of fog computing in order to allocate services. If no fog devices are 377

available to handle the service, we assign it to cloud devices by calling and forwarding the 378

remainder of the services to cloudDevice(remainingSer). 379

Based on the importance of the service request, the algorithm decides whether to 380

distribute services to fog or cloud devices. The algorithm prioritizes service requests by 381

assigning them to the fog devices initially. The algorithm begins the process by determining 382

the level of priority of the service demand. If the service is high-priority, the algorithm 383

inputs the device capability and service requirement. If fog devices are capable of handling 384

the services, they will be allocated to fog devices. If fog devices are unable to handle the 385

low-priority service, the algorithm will allocate it to cloud devices instead. 386

The algorithm begins by allocating services to fog devices. To distribute services to 387

fog devices, the algorithm employs one of three allocation algorithms: best-fit algorithm 1, 388

worst-fit method 2, or first-fit algorithm 3. The method then iterates across the length of 389

the service request using a for loop. In every iteration, the algorithm determines whether 390

or not the service has already been assigned to a device by determining whether or not 391

the allocID is greater than -1. If the allocID is not equal to -1, it is increased by one. If the 392

allocID is -1, the service request is saved in the remainingSer list. 393

The algorithm checks if the remainingSer list is empty at the end of the for loop. If the 394

remainingSer list is empty, the algorithm has been completed and all services have been 395

allocated to the devices. If the remainingSer list is not empty, the method "cloudDevice" 396

with the remainingSer list as input is called. The "cloudDevice" function is in charge of 397

distributing the remainder of services to cloud devices. The priority-based allocation 398

mechanism routes service requests to either the fog or cloud layers based on their priority. 399

The method assigns services to fog devices utilizing one of three allocation techniques: best 400

fit, worst fit, or first fit, with the remaining services given to the cloud. 401
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Algorithm 4 Priority-Based Allocation

Require: devCap: list of available devices, serReq: list of service requirements, allocID: list
of allocation IDs

Ensure: allocID
1: remainingSer ← empty list
2: for each service request x in serReq do
3: if priority of serReq[x] is high then
4: Allocate to fog devices with sufficient capacity
5: if allocID[x] ̸= −1 then
6: Increment allocID[x] by 1
7: else
8: Append serReq[x] to remainingSer
9: end if

10: else if priority of serReq[x] is low then
11: Allocate to fog devices with sufficient capacity
12: if allocID[x] ̸= −1 then
13: Increment allocID[x] by 1
14: else
15: if there is sufficient capacity in fog devices then
16: Allocate serReq[x] to a fog device
17: else
18: Append serReq[x] to remainingSer
19: end if
20: end if
21: end if
22: end for
23: if remainingSer is full then
24: Allocate remaining services to cloud devices
25: end if

Sort-based Service Allocation 402

We employed Dual-Pivot Quicksort, an efficient sorting algorithm commonly used 403

in computer science and data processing applications, especially for sorting primitive 404

data types such as int, double, and float. Dual-Pivot Quicksort, according to the authors’ 405

findings [36], is typically quicker and more effective than alternative quicksort algorithms, 406

especially on big datasets. They point out that Dual-Pivot Quicksort works effectively 407

with both randomly ordered and partly sorted data, and that it has a minimal amount of 408

comparisons and swaps. 409

Sorting may be a valuable technique in the context of fog computing for optimizing 410

service allocation and lowering the level of complexity of service distribution for fog 411

devices. Sorting the data prior to it reaching the fog devices makes it easier to deploy 412

resources and maximize the network’s overall performance. We classify the technical needs 413

of services in ascending order, from least to greatest, to assist service allocation techniques 414

for fog devices. We also sort the capabilities of fog devices. This allows for faster and more 415

efficient service allocation. 416

4.2. Architecture 417

Our architecture is organized into three major sections: Sensor layer, Fog Layer, and 418

cloud layer. First, the Sensor layer has IoMT sensors and IoMT devices that send data to 419

the fog layer. Second, the fog layer is responsible for distributing services to devices in an 420

effective and optimized manner by ensuring that all available resources are utilized and 421

serving users by offering accessible services. Last, the cloud layer can manage all of the 422

data and services, as well as provide essential services to the edge and fog layers. 423

The architecture shown in FIGURE 2 incorporates three devices, including IoMT, fog, 424

and cloud, as shown below: 425
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Figure 2. Fog based IoT Architecture

• The IoMT sensors and devices are located at the sensor layer of the system’s network 426

and are generally integrated into actual daily objects. IoMT sensors are tiny and afford- 427

able, making the process of installing IoMT sensors to things simple and economical. 428

These devices communicate with the Fog devices using wireless communication. The 429

IoT ecosystem should be beneficial in a variety of ways, including energy savings, 430

lower costs, better resource use, and lower data transmission costs via the network. 431

The IoMT sensors and devices produce data for each patient; then these data are fused 432

to the service so that each service will have data about the patient and their medical 433

diagnosis. Then, after fusing all the data into services, the services will be sent to the 434

fog layer. Also, this layer is responsible for sorting and prioritising services to help the 435

fog layer when allocating the services to the devices. 436

• The Fog devices reside adjacent to the sensor layer or within the communication 437

channel and gather services and use a service allocation strategy to allocate the services 438

to the fog devices as the priority is to process the services closer to the data source. 439

However, whenever the fog devices cannot handle the services due to the lack of 440

power of fog devices, then the services will be sent to the cloud using the proposed 441

allocation strategy. Additionally, the fog devices are responsible for allocating services 442

to either fog or cloud devices based on the priority of the service. Clearly, fog devices 443

have very little power and a narrower global data perspective than cloud devices; 444

thus, they can store less data and provide fewer services. 445

• The Cloud devices receive services from fog devices. The computational power and 446

data storage capacity of the cloud is clearly greater than those of fog devices and IoMT 447

devices. Cloud devices can be used for further analysis and storage when required to 448

have the full picture of the data. 449

5. Experimental Setup 450

5.1. Dataset 451

We performed experiments in this study to evaluate the effectiveness of fog computing 452

for service allocation. We utilized a customized dataset comprised of several fog devices 453

configurations and services settings to conduct our research. The dataset used in this study 454

was created in order to simulate an IoMT healthcare system. 455

Fog Devices’ Configurations 456

The fog device configurations utilized in the experiments are detailed in Table 1. The 457

table displays the experiment name, the number of fog devices, and the fog devices’ RAM 458

capacities (in Gigabytes). The experiment name is divided into three sections: (1) the 459

allocation approach (Worst Fit, Best Fit, or First Fit), (2) the configuration types (Low, 460

Medium, or High), and (3) the device capabilities (FDC1 to FDC4). Each method includes 461

three tests of varying configurations (Low, Medium, and High). 462

FDC1, FDC2, FDC3, and FDC4 are the fog devices utilized in the experiment, each 463

with 2 GB, 4 GB, 8 GB, and 16 GB RAM. The low configuration had 50 fog devices totaling 464

100 GB, the medium configuration had 15 FDC1, 15 FDC2, 10 FDC3, and 10 FDC4 fog 465

devices totaling 330 GB, while the high configuration had 50 FDC4 fog devices totaling 800 466

GB. Table 1 displays the experiment name, the number of fog devices, and the fog devices’ 467

RAM capability (in Gigabytes). 468
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Table 1. The configurations of fog devices in the experiment

Fog devices and capabilities

FDC Setup
FDC1

2 GB RAM

FDC2

4 GB RAM

FDC3

8 GB RAM

FDC4

16 GB RAM
Total FDC (GB)

1 Low 50 Fog devices - - - 100 GB
2 Medium 15 Fog Devices 15 Fog Devices 10 Fog Devices 10 Fog Devices 330 GB
3 High - - - 50 Fog Devices 800 GB

Service Setups 469

The technical demands of the services utilized in the experiment are provided in table 470

2. The services are labeled SR1, SR2, SR3, and SR4, and their RAM needs range from 1 MB 471

to 2 GB. We assumed that the size of the services was the same as the technical requirements 472

of the services in terms of size in GB. We deployed these services in various configurations 473

to assess the performance of fog computing in various circumstances. A total of 800 services 474

with varied technical needs were generated and the generated data has been used in all 475

experiments. The half of the services (400) has high priority and the other half (400) has 476

low priority. To create the dataset, simulations were run with fog devices configured as 477

stated in Table 1 and services with varying technical demands shown in Table 2. The data 478

was gathered and evaluated in the study. Because the dataset was generated at random, it 479

was representative of real-world scenarios and provided various types of data for analysis. 480

The dataset was used to assess the influence of various allocation techniques on system 481

performance and resource consumption in an IoT healthcare system. 482

This arrangement was created to emulate real-world circumstances in which fog 483

devices of diverse capacities may be required to host a variety of services with varying 484

resource requirements. The research intended to evaluate and compare several methods 485

for service allocation in fog computing environments through varying the number and 486

capacity of fog devices as well as the resource needs of the services. Overall, the dataset 487

utilized in the experiments offers a wide range of fog device and service configurations for 488

evaluating fog computing performance. 489

Table 2. The setups of technical requirements of services in the experiments

Services and Technical Requirements
SR1

1MB – 255MB RAM

SR2

256MB – 511MB RAM

SR3

512MB – 1GBRAM

SR4

1GB – 2GB RAM
Total SR (GB)

no. of services 300 services 300 services 100 services 100 services 383 GB

5.2. Experiments 490

We categorized the experiments into three categories: those without priority and sort 491

(standard), those with priority, and those with sort. Experiments with no priority or sort 492

are used to allocate services without consideration for characteristics like priority or sort. 493

The experiments with priority concentrate on the priority considerations when distributing 494

services to fog devices; this indicates that services with a high priority will be delivered 495

to fog devices first, followed by those with low priority. When the fog is lacking, the 496

services will be assigned to cloud devices. The experiments with the sort initially sort the 497

services in the sensor layer from small to big depending on their requirements in order 498

to make the allocation process for fog computing easier and to support the algorithms in 499

distributing the services efficiently. The three categories of experiments are used to evaluate 500

our allocation strategy, so when a setup does not require factors, the first strategy is chosen, 501

or if a setup requires a priority, the experiments with a priority are chosen, as we focus on 502

deploying services to fog devices as much as possible. 503

We performed a total of three main experiments in each category of experiments. In 504

every category (standard, priority, and sort), we use three algorithms with three different 505
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configurations namely low, medium, and high as mentioned earlier. In total, we conducted 506

nine experiments for each category to discover the ideal configuration for fog devices in 507

order to distribute services as effectively as feasible across fog devices. The configuration of 508

fog devices may differ based on the experiment, as illustrated in Table 1. The first column 509

lists the titles of the experiments, while the second column lists the capabilities of the fog 510

devices. We deployed 800 services using a variety of capabilities (FDC1, FDC2, FDC3, 511

and FDC4) to each of the 50 fog devices in experiments 1 through 9. The broad range of 512

capabilities includes both highly specialized and relatively common equipment (running 513

all capacities). 514

6. Results 515

In this section, we explore the outcomes of several techniques for allocating services to 516

fog or cloud depending on priority, size, and algorithms employed. The outcomes of the 517

allocation approach are shown. As previously stated, the technique would first allocate 518

services to fog nodes based on their capabilities, and then assign services that could not 519

be managed in the fog to cloud devices. We will examine and provide the findings of 520

the three methods namely worst fit, best fit, and first fit. According to Statista [37], the 521

average upload speed utilizing mobile to transmit services from fog to the cloud is 8.5 522

Mbps. However, the average upload speed using fixed broadband to transfer services from 523

fog to cloud is 28.5 Mbps. 524

To begin, we give two charts in Figure 3 and 4 that illustrates the distribution of 525

high and low-priority services to fog or cloud using various methodologies. Standard, 526

Priority, and Sort are the strategies used in our experiments. The allocation is provided 527

separately for high- and low-priority services. Second, in Figure 5a and 5b, we provide a 528

bar chart that indicates the number of unused fog devices in GB after assigning services 529

to fog. Furthermore, the values in the table represent the amount of unused RAM in GB 530

for each algorithm and each level of fog device configuration: low and medium. In the 531

charts, we did not show the results of high level configuration of fog devices as all the 532

services were handled in the fog. Then, in Figure 6a and 6b, we show a chart and a table 533

that provide information about allocating services to fog or cloud using three different 534

strategies: standard, priority, and sort. The services are categorized as high or low priority, 535

and their sizes are indicated in gigabytes (GB). Finally, we talk about data from Table 3, 536

which illustrates how long it takes for services to travel from fog devices to the cloud using 537

different techniques. The findings are reported in terms of the time required to assign 538

services via mobile and broadband networks, and the time is determined based on the 539

upload speed supplied by Statista [37]. 540

Figure 3. The number of allocated services to fog and cloud (Low)
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Figure 4. The number of allocated services to fog and cloud (Medium)

Figure 3 and 4 display the quantity of high and low-priority services assigned to fog 541

or cloud using various techniques, including Standard, Priority, and Sort. The allocation 542

is displayed separately for high-priority and low-priority services. The standard refers 543

to a situation in which there is no differentiation between high and low-priority services. 544

Priority denotes a situation in which high-priority services take precedence over low- 545

priority services. Sort denotes a scenario in which services are first sorted and then assigned 546

using the Best Fit, Worst Fit, or First Fit algorithm. According to the findings, the allocation 547

approach has a substantial influence on the number of services provided to fog and cloud 548

environments. In general, the Priority method results in more high-priority services being 549

assigned to the fog environment and more low-priority services being assigned to the 550

cloud environment. When it comes to sorting services, the allocation approach has less 551

of an influence on the number of services distributed to the fog and cloud environments. 552

However, the allocation algorithm utilized does make a difference. For example, the Worst 553

Fit algorithm allocates more services to the fog environment, but the First Fit algorithm 554

allocates more services to the cloud environment. 555

For each combination of distribution strategy and service priority, the chart illustrates 556

the number of distributed high and low-priority services. The charts show that the number 557

of high-priority services allocated to the fog is lower than in the cloud for the Standard 558

strategy, while the converse is true for low-priority services. We did not include the results 559

of high-capacity fog devices in the table since their exceptional capabilities allowed them 560

to manage all services in the fog as mentioned earlier. It is clear from the charts that all 561

algorithms are doing well in terms of allocating services to fog and cloud, but as our 562

intention was to push the processing near the data source therefore priority strategy can be 563

a good choice. Among the three algorithms, we can realize that the best can be selected as 564

the best in most cases. 565

Overall, our findings imply that careful evaluation of allocation methods and algo- 566

rithms could be useful in optimizing service allocation in fog and cloud situations. A 567

Priority approach, in particular, that prioritizes high-priority services, can assist guarantee 568

that important services are allocated to the fog environment, where they can be handled 569

fast and efficiently. whereas the standard and sort strategies appear inefficient since they 570

allocate services without regard for priority. 571
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(a) Low Configuration (b) Medium Configuration
Figure 5. Wastage of Fog Devices

The bar charts in Figure 5a and 5b illustrate the number of unused fog devices in GB 572

after assigning services to fog. The values in the table indicate the quantity of unused RAM 573

in GB for each algorithm and fog device configuration: low, medium, and high. Worst Fit 574

Low: This allocation approach directs resources to the fog gadget that produces the most 575

waste. According to the chart, this technique wastes 2 GB for devices with low capacity 576

within the standard strategy. When priority is set, the wasted space is reduced to 1.5 GB. 577

Worst Fit Medium: This allocation approach produces the largest waste among medium 578

and low configuration devices. According to the charts, this technique wastes 7 GB for 579

devices in standard and 6 GB with priority. However, when medium configuration devices 580

are sorted, the strategy wastes 42 GB. Best Fit: This allocation strategy allocates resources 581

to the fog device with the least wastage. The table shows that this strategy results in 0 582

GB wastage for devices in all strategies. First Fit Low: This allocation strategy allocates 583

resources to the first available fog device. The table shows that this strategy results in 1.5 584

GB wastage for devices with low capacity within the standard and 6 GB within the sort 585

strategy, but 1 GB within the priority strategy. First Fit Medium: This allocation strategy 586

allocates resources to the first available fog device among devices with medium capacity. 587

The table shows that this strategy results in 2 GB wastage for devices within the standard 588

and 1.5 GB wastage when priority is given, however, the wastage increases to 6 GB when 589

the sort strategy is used. 590

Overall, we did not reveal the high-config devices since there was no waste because 591

the fog devices were in high capabilities, which allocated all services to the fog devices. 592

Finally, the table shows that the Worst Fit strategy results in the most waste for both low 593

and medium-capacity devices, especially when the sort is provided. For all circumstances, 594

the Best Fit technique results in the least amount of waste. The First Fit approach stands 595

somewhere between the other two. 596

(a) Low Configuration (b) Medium Configuration
Figure 6. RAM of Allocated Services

The charts in Figure 6a and 6b show the RAM size of services allocated to fog or 597

cloud based on three alternative strategies: standard, priority, and sort. The services are 598

classified as high or low priority, and their volumes are measured in gigabytes (GB). The 599

low-configuration devices have a total of 100 GB and the medium-configuration devices 600

have a total of 330 GB as mentioned earlier. This indicates that in each configuration of low, 601

medium, and high experiments, there is a maximum size of RAM to handle services. For 602
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example, the worst fit low experiment has allocated 98 GB of services to fog devices those 603

size out of 100 GB, the remaining 2 GB is the wastage which is discussed earlier. It is clear 604

that the strategy used most of the fog devices’ RAM, but most of the services traveled to the 605

cloud because of the limited capabilities of the fog devices. It is clear that the best fit low 606

and medium strategies are the best among others in terms of the usage of fog devices and 607

allocating all services that can fit the fog devices without wastage. In the low configuration, 608

the sort strategy stands better than the standard strategy in worst fit and best fit, but worse 609

in sort. In the medium configuration, the sort strategy has resulted better than the standard 610

in all algorithms. Overall, the table provides valuable information about the allocation 611

of services to the fog or cloud and highlights the importance of considering service size, 612

algorithm, and strategy when making these allocation decisions. 613

Table 3. Time of service allocation (fog to the cloud)

Without Priority Sort
Mobile Broadband Mobile Broadband Mobile Broadband

Worst Fit Low 3d 7h 45m 23h 45m 3d 7h 23h 30m 3d 7h 23h 30m
Worst Fit Medium 15h 4h 30m 15 h 4h 30m 1 day 7h 20m

Worst Fit High 0 0 0 0 0 0
Best Fit Low 3d 6h 23h 25m 3d 6h 23h 15m 3d 7h 23h 30m

Best Fit Medium 12 h 3h 45m 12 h 3h 45m 15h 43m 4h 40m
Best Fit High 0 0 0 0 0 0
First Fit Low 3d 7h 23h 30m 3d 7h 23h 30m 3d 8h 1d

First Fit Medium 13 h 4h 13 h 4h 16 h 4h 45m
First Fit High 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table 3 illustrates how long it takes for services to travel from fog devices to the cloud 614

using various techniques. Standard, Priority, and Sort were the algorithms employed. 615

The findings are reported in terms of the amount of time required to distribute services 616

using mobile and broadband networks. The data clearly shows that the time required 617

to distribute services to the cloud is often longer for the mobile network than for the 618

broadband network. This is most likely due to the fact that the mobile network has more 619

constraints and requirements for service distribution than the broadband network. In terms 620

of the various algorithms utilized, we can observe that the Best Fit algorithm outperformed 621

the others for both mobile and broadband networks. For the mobile network, the Worst 622

Fit algorithm performed the worst, but it was comparable with the other methods for the 623

broadband network. The First Fit method performed effectively in the broadband network 624

but not so well on the mobile network. It is clear that the high configuration setup of fog 625

devices has no cost over the network as all the services have been handled locally. Overall, 626

the table findings indicate that the Best Fit algorithm may be the most effective method for 627

distributing services from fog to the cloud. However, the particular method used may be 628

determined by the network’s specific requirements and constraints. 629

6.1. Total services allocated to the cloud 630

In this experiment, we allocated all services to the cloud in order to compare our 631

techniques against allocation without a strategy and to investigate architecture-based 632

allocation. Table 4 clearly shows that "No of Services" signifies 0 services out of 800 services 633

assigned to fog devices and 800 services out of 800 services given to cloud computing. In 634

other words, the fog devices receive 0% of the services, while the cloud devices receive 100% 635

of the services. The column "Allocated Services in GB" in the table indicates that 0 services 636

size in GB and 0 GB are allocated to the fog and 383 GB are allocated to the cloud devices. 637

The time of service allocation is then represented as "Time of service allocation (mobile)," 638

which indicates that the amount of time it takes for a mobile network to allocate the services 639

to fog is obviously 0 because there are no costs associated with data communication over 640
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the network because it is located locally, but the duration it takes to allocate the services 641

(383 GB) from fog to cloud is 4 days, 11 hours, and 0 minutes using the mobile network. 642

However, "Time of service allocation (broadband)" means that the period of time it takes to 643

allocate services from fog to the cloud using the fixed broadband network is 1 day and an 644

hour, and 40 minutes. 645

Table 4. Total services allocation

Total services in GB To Fog To Cloud Total
No of Services 0 800 800
Percentage 0 100% 100%
allocated Services in GB 0 383 GB 383 GB
Time of allocating services (mobile) 0 4d 11h 4d 11h
Time of allocating services (broadband) 0 1d 8h 1d 8h

We have conducted three experiments using methods, namely best fit, first fit, and 646

worst fit. Based on the results, the worst fit results were lower than the best fit and first fit, 647

it is clear that the data communication over the network is reduced with all strategies when 648

compared to total service allocation to the cloud, and most of the services are allocated 649

to the fog devices. Since reducing data transfer across the network was our primary goal, 650

it fits with our proposed technique. Furthermore, the second aim was to use the priority 651

aspect to allocate the services as much as possible to the fog devices, and based on the 652

results, this aim was achieved as 90% or more of the services have been allocated to the fog 653

devices. 654

We ran a total of twenty-seven experiments utilizing the best fit, first fit, and worst fit 655

methodologies. According to the results, the worst fit and first fit results were lower than 656

the best fit, indicating that data traffic via the network is decreased with all methods when 657

compared to the entire service allocation to the cloud, with the fog devices receiving the 658

majority of the services. It fits with our proposed technique because reducing data transfer 659

across the network was our primary goal. Furthermore, the second goal was to use the 660

priority aspect to allocate as many high-priority services as possible to fog devices, and 661

based on the results, this goal was achieved because 90% or more of the priority services 662

were allocated. 663

We have compared the performance of the algorithms namely best fit, worst fit, and 664

first fit while allocating services to fog devices in the variable capability of fog devices 665

and variable service requirements. The focus was on the number of services allocated to 666

fog, resource usage, and data communication over the network. The First Fit Algorithm 667

allocates services to the first fog device which can handle them. It may, however, produce 668

some wastage, lowering fog device usage. The use of fog devices was approximately 90%. 669

The best Fit Algorithm allocates services to the smallest fog device that can handle them. 670

This algorithm tries to reduce waste and maximize fog device use. The wastage was found 671

to be the lowest. The use of fog devices in the priority strategy was 100% and in other 672

strategies was more than 90%. The worst Fit Algorithm allocates services to the largest 673

available fog device that can handle them. However, this algorithm leads to increased 674

wastage. The wastage was found to be the highest. Additionally, the fog device usage was 675

better than the first fit, and better than the best fit in some of the experiments, but generally 676

worse than the best fit. In terms of waste, the Best Fit Algorithm outperforms the first fit 677

and worst fit, attaining the lowest wastage. The Worst Fit Algorithm generated the most 678

wastage. As a result, the Best Fit Algorithm is regarded as the most advantageous of the 679

three for the variable capability of fog devices and variable services requirements scheme 680

since it reduces waste and maximizes fog device use. Based on our knowledge that the 681

worst fit can lead to high wastage (fragmentation) and the best fit can be best in terms of 682

wastage. However, in some cases, the worst fit can increase the usage of resources [38]. 683
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7. Discussion and Evaluation: 684

We used two commonly used evaluation measures to assess the effectiveness of our 685

model: the allocation success rate (ASR) and the average resource usage (ARU). The ASR 686

calculates the number of services successfully assigned to fog devices/cloud devices. The 687

ARU calculates the percentage of RAM used by all fog devices/cloud servers. To illustrate 688

the robustness of our model, we did sensitivity analysis by adjusting various factors such as 689

dataset size, technological requirement distribution, and the number of fog devices/cloud 690

servers. The findings indicate that our model is not overfitting to a specific dataset or 691

set of parameters. We compared our strategies including standard, priority, and sort 692

performance while considering commonly used algorithms in the literature: the best-fit, 693

first-fit and worst-fit algorithms. Our model performs well in terms of ASR and ARU, 694

according to the results. We used various data groups randomly generated with different 695

distributions and sizes to demonstrate the validity of our model. The findings reveal that 696

our proposal performs well with the given setups and distributions. Our methodology 697

proposes a realistic and efficient solution to the service allocation problem in fog computing 698

applications. 699

Based on the results, we observed several observations as follows 700

The number of services allocated to fog devices 701

As previously said, our primary aim in fog computing is to allocate services as close to 702

the data as possible while simultaneously maximizing resource consumption, network data 703

transfer, and balancing service allocation. The amount of services allocated is influenced by 704

a variety of factors, including strategy, capabilities, and service requirements. According 705

to the findings, the allocation method and algorithm have a considerable influence on the 706

number of services assigned to the fog and cloud environments. The Priority approach allo- 707

cates more high-priority services to the fog environment and more low-priority services to 708

the cloud environment. The allocation algorithm utilized also influences service allocation, 709

with the Worst Fit algorithm allocating can allocate more services to the fog environment 710

and the First Fit algorithm allocating fewer services to the fog environment, but the worst 711

fit can result in more wastage. The results also demonstrate that allocating services without 712

regard for priority or employing a sorting technique without regard for priority is inefficient. 713

According to the study, a thorough evaluation of the allocation method and algorithm is 714

required to maximize service allocation in fog and cloud situations. 715

716

Resources usage 717

The results shown in Figure 5 indicate that the strategy used for distributing services 718

to fog devices can have a considerable influence on the amount of unused RAM in the 719

fog. The Best Fit method produces the least waste in all circumstances, whereas the Worst 720

Fit strategy produces the most waste, especially when priority is provided. In terms of 721

waste, the First Fit technique lies in between the other two. The chart also demonstrates 722

that high-config devices did not waste any resources because they could handle all of 723

the services assigned to them. These findings imply that careful study of the allocation 724

approach and algorithm can aid in optimizing the use of fog resources and minimizing 725

wastage. 726

727

Data communication over the network 728

The results clearly indicate that most of our experiments could result in low data 729

communication over the network compared to total services allocated to the cloud without 730

strategies 6.1 which is the traditional way of allocating services without considering the 731

power of fog and strategies. The variations of fog device capabilities used in our research 732

can help us choose a combination that depends on a number of factors, such as the technical 733

requirements of services as well as the RAM requirements of fog nodes. To decide which 734

allocation technique is optimal for allocating services to fog or cloud devices, we may 735

consider the service requirements and device capabilities. The results show the amount 736
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of time taken to allocate mobile and broadband services to different devices using three 737

different algorithms: Worst Fit, Best Fit, and First Fit. The values in the table represent the 738

time taken in hours and minutes for each algorithm and device configuration: low, medium, 739

and high capability. The findings imply that Best Fit is the most efficient algorithm, as 740

it takes the least amount of time to allocate services for all device types. The Worst Fit 741

algorithm results in the longest allocation time for low and medium-capacity devices, while 742

the First Fit algorithm falls somewhere in between the other two algorithms. Additionally, 743

the high-capacity devices did not have any allocation time as all services were allocated to 744

them. It is clear that the data communication over the network is reduced with all strategies, 745

and most of the services are allocated to fog devices. Since reducing data transfer across the 746

network was our primary goal, it fits with our proposed strategy. Furthermore, the second 747

aim was to use the priority aspect to allocate the high-priority services as much as possible 748

near the fog devices, and based on the results, this aim was achieved as 90% or more of the 749

services have been allocated to the fog devices and the data communication is reduced by 750

82% compared to 6.1. 751

8. Conclusion 752

In conclusion, this paper developed an efficient service allocation strategy priority 753

based service allocation (PSA) and sort based service allocation (SSA) with lower bandwidth 754

consumption, faster response times, improved resource usage, and the identification of the 755

best method for processing data at a large scale. As a result, we determined the capabilities 756

of fog and IoT devices, as well as the technical needs of the services, in order to efficiently 757

allocate the services to the devices. our proposed service allocation strategy was significant 758

because providing services to devices in the IoT is a difficult process due to the many types 759

of devices and their capabilities. Then, We proposed our allocation method, which utilizes 760

a list of every fog device in the network. We looked at how fog computing may improve 761

service quality while fulfilling the expectations of fog applications for optimal resource 762

consumption. This included the necessity of allocating services to devices and optimizing 763

resource use. Our findings demonstrated that our approach was suitable for the given 764

setting and dataset. Our results showed that by distributing most services locally in fog, 765

we reduced data transmission over the network by 82%, and we maximized the number of 766

distributed services to fog devices by 90% while minimizing the wastage of fog resources. 767

9. Future Work 768

Our future work includes the following open challenges: 769

• Privacy: Privacy: Fog nodes acquire a considerable quantity of personal information 770

from fog applications such as smart healthcare. Despite the fact that some researchers 771

utilize privacy-preserving techniques on fog nodes [39], based on our knowledge that 772

no standard authentication solution exists. 773

• Security is a serious concern because fog devices lack resources and are positioned in 774

risky environments, leaving them open to attack. As a result, designing a lightweight, 775

quick, and trustworthy safety algorithm remains a tough task. Only a few researchers 776

are currently focusing on fog computing security challenges [39], and there are several 777

outstanding issues such as dynamic authentication, access controls, external threats, 778

and intrusion detection. 779

• Energy usage: As fog devices have limited battery capacity, energy awareness remains 780

a problem that remains in fog computing. Some researchers are concerned with opti- 781

mizing energy use, [39], while others are worried about the proper use of bandwidth 782

in data transfer, battery waste, and battery-draining issues. 783

Security is a serious concern because fog devices lack resources and are positioned 784

in risky environments, leaving them open to attack. As a result, designing a lightweight, 785

quick, and trustworthy safety algorithm remains a tough task. Only a few researchers 786

are currently focusing on fog computing security challenges [39], and there are several 787

outstanding issues such as dynamic authentication, access controls, external threats, and 788

intrusion detection. 789
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